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Dhanori
A RISING STAR IN PUNE

Known for its proximity to Vishrantwadi, Yerawada, 
Viman Nagar and Lohegaon, Dhanori is one of the fastest 
growing suburbs in north/north east Pune. Due to its unique 
location, Dhanori is just a few minutes away from everything 
important for a perfect lifestyle. 

With its 22-acre lake and soon Asia's largest 450-acre 
bio-diversity park on Dhanori hill, Dhanori is a place bustling 
with activities and yet, one with nature! 
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Nestled Amid
NATURAL BEAUTY

Start with an invigorating view of Dhanori Hill in the 
morning to add extra zing to your whole day. Feel your daily 
stress melt away when you come back to its serenity in the 
evening. Envelop your home in peace and calm, rather than 
the noise and hustle-bustle of the city. 
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Conveniences
NEVER TOO FAR AWAY

Dhanori is just a few minutes away from everything important 
for a perfect lifestyle. Minutes away from the educational hub 
of Viman Nagar, the best of schools and colleges are in the 
vicinity of Dhanori. 

Entertainment is close by with bustling shopping malls like 
Phoenix Market City, Creativity Mall and over 30+ Retail 
shops in the vicinity. Dhanori also has a high density of street 
markets, where one can shop for fresh produce.
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Connectivity...

LOCATION
MAP



UBER LIVING REINVENTED 

Enjoy
At YASH GRECIA we offer you a choice of 2 & 3 BHK 
elegant apartments across 5 wings. Designed to maximize 
space, every apartment includes  a host of thoughtful 
gestures, Larger living room & bedrooms, a window seating, 
a seperate dining space. Immaculately finished, your home 
boasts vitrified flooring in the living room, bedrooms & kitchen. 

With the bathrooms & toilets bedecked with premium sanitary-
ware, you have everything you need & deserve. You have every-
thing what you need & everything what you deserve.

MIRADOOR FOR 
SCENIC PANORAMIC VIEWS
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Specifications
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With amenities and recreational facilities ensures all of life's 
little luxuries are right within your residential complex. 

CLUB HOUSE

PARGOLA SITTING

CRICKET PITCH

OPEN LAWN

SEATING ARENA

CHILDREN PLAY AREA

Multipurpose Hall

Indoor Play Area

Toddlers Play Area/ 
Kids Creche

Gymnasium

Open Aerobics/ 
Yoga Area

Sit Out Area

MULTIPURPOSE COURT

LANDSCAPED PREMISES

BABY SWIMMING POOL

TO THE PARADISE OF
AMENITIES

Welcome

MULTIPURPOSE HALL

GYMNASIUMSHOPPING SPREES

CRECHEINDOOR GAMES

Badminton Court

Volley Ball Court

Basketball Court
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CLUBHOUSE

BABY POOL OPEN AEROBICS/ YOGA AREAOPEN PARTY LAWN

PERGOLA SITTING

OPEN AEROBICS/ YOGA AREA

SIT OUT AREA
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BADMINTON COURTBASKETBALL COURT

SPRINTING TRACK

TODDLERS PLAY AREA

MULTIPURPOSE COURT





Established 35 years ago, Yash Promoters and Builders arose as a shining example in the construction industry. Ever since then, the victories & 
lessons we've lived were reborn as experiences, inspiring us to build dreams where myriads reside. Imbued with a higher purpose, we have lived 
up to our promise of building Dream Homes for our clients. The mystery of our success wasn't just founded on leveraging the demands, but more 
so in reaching out to the high-end expectations that helped us stoke a trailblazing standard. The grandeur of our ambitions & e�orts entitled us 
to achieve the lauds of numerous people of PMC & PCMC in Pune. Being a bearer of this prestige & a proud member of CREDAI Pune, we have 
rendered more than 20,000 families contender. with our jubilant e�orts; including our legacy in Maharashtra, includes- Yash Elina, Yash Rhythm, 
Yashomangal, Yashopuram, Yash Platinum, Yash Garden, Yash Classic, Yash Wisteria, Yash Sankul, Yash Orchid, Yash Bindu, Yashashri, Yashogandha, 
etc.with more than 5k �ats all over Pune. Yash Promoters and Builders and it's sister concern, M/S Akshay Enterprises has supported reliable power 
while conserving resources and helping to keep our air clean by venturing into Solar power generation on 25th Nov, 2014. The installed capacity 
of 2MW generates approximately 36 lakh units per year at Andur, Nandurg Taluka, Osmanabad Dist. in South-Eastern part of Maharashtra. 

1 & 2 BHK HOMES:
YASH VALENCIA (MAMURDI)
 NEAR HINJEWADI, PHASE-3
 SUS
KANHE PHATA

ROW HOUSES:
TALEGAON

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
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